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September 22nd, 2019 

Scripture: 

Psalm 113 

1 Timothy 2:1-7 

Luke 16: 1-15 

 

“Shrewdness.” 

 

Shrewdness isn’t one of those words we use all that often --- I can’t think of 

the last time I used the term shrewd --- probably the last time I preached on 

Luke 16. 

 

What exactly is shrewdness? ---- what does it mean to be shrewd? 

 

There are some very interesting words in the English language and 

shrewdness is one of them. 

 

One of the books we used to read to Jeremiah when he was very young was 

a book all about the names of animal groupings. 

 

Animal groupings --- and all the interesting words that go with that. 

 

Some are pretty basic ----- and well known. 

 

Like a school of fish ---- or a pack of wolves. 

 

And then there is a pride of lions. 

 

And a flutter of butterflies. 

 

Kate’s dad Ralph was always the best at remembering all of them --- every 

time one of us rad the book it would start the conversation all over again. 

 

And would be almost like a kind of echo --- or a responsive reading. 

 

We’d go swarm of bee’s --- and from the other room you might hear 

something like ----- a crash of rhinos. 

 

A sleuth of bears ----- and a parliament of owls. 
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A bloat of hippopotamuses ------ a cackle of Hyenas. 

 

A shadow of jaguars ---- a mob of kangaroos. 

 

A conspiracy of lemurs ---- a leap of leopards. 

 

A labour of moles --- and a romp of otters. 

 

A sounder of pigs --- a turmoil of porpoises. 

 

And then one of my personal favourite’s ------ a gaggle of geese. 

 

And then there is a shrewdness of apes. 

 

A shrewdness of apes --- anybody ever heard of a shrewdness of apes 

before? --- I hadn’t. 

 

There are all kinds of interesting words in every language --- let alone 

English. 

 

And words matter --- and scripture ----- rarely ---- if ever ---- uses words 

carelessly or gratuitously. 

 

And today in scripture we have the Greek word ---- “phronimos” --- which is 

most commonly translated as --- “shrewdly”. 

 

“Phronimos” ---- or “shrewdly”. 

 

What exactly does “phronimos” means here in scripture --- we’ll get to it in 

a minute ---- but whatever it means --- we know that Jesus wasn’t simply 

referring to a group of apes --- a shrewdness of apes --- in Luke today.    

 

So what about all this talk of shrewdness in Luke 16 today. 

 

And what about commending a dishonest person because he is shrewd. 

 

Luke 16 verse 8 reads ----  

“The master commended the dishonest manager because he had acted 

shrewdly. For the people of this world are more shrewd in dealing with their 

own kind than are the people of the light. 
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The master --- despite the manger being dishonest --- commended the 

manger for his shrewdness. 

 

Let that sink in for a minute ----- even though he was dishonest --- his 

shrewdness is so remarkable that he is commended. 

  

Shrewdness for me --- at least for may years --- had a kind of negative 

connotation. 

 

I somehow mistakenly associated shrewdness with shadiness ---- not 

dishonesty --- but almost. 

 

But of course it isn’t necessarily so --- and not only that but as I soon learned 

shrewdness is in fact --- as scripture bears out today --- a commendable 

quality --- very close to wisdom even.  

 

Jesus certainly wouldn’t ever suggest that as people of the Good News we 

should be doing anything shady or bad --- anything foolish. 

 

But He does draw positive attention to the manager’s shrewdness --- indeed 

the word “commended” is used in scripture referring to shrewdness. 

 

Shrewdness according to at least one dictionary simply means ---- “The 

quality of having or showing good powers of judgement.” 

 

“The quality of having or showing good powers of judgement.” --- that’s 

shrewdness. 

 

And other sources speak of shrewdness in terms of wisdom. 

 

Good judgement ---- and wisdom of course are good --- very good qualities -

--- as is shrewdness --- at least according to Luke 16 today. 

 

God wants us to have good judgement --- God wants us to be wise ----- 

perhaps the best theological term is something akin to “discernment”. 

 

Discernment --- the ability to choose well between good and evil ----- the 

ability to decipher between better and best ---- faithful and unfaithful --- the 

gift of determining God’s will in a certain situation. 
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As disciples of Jesus Christ we all yearn to be good discerners --- shrewd 

followers of the way of our Lord. 

 

We yearn to have ---- “The quality of having or showing good powers of 

judgement.” 

 

We want to be wise even. 

 

We don’t want to have poor judgement --- but good and faithful judgement. 

 

But are we comfortable with being described as shrewd? 

 

Are you comfortable with being described as shrewd? 

 

It still kind of sounds negative --- a tad cold and calculating doesn’t it? 

 

Jesus says in Luke’s Gospel today verse 8 we heard it read earlier --- 

“The master commended the dishonest manager because he had acted 

shrewdly. For the people of this world are more shrewd in dealing with their 

own kind than are the people of the light.” 

 

And then He follows this with --- and this is verse 9 ---  
 “I tell you, use worldly wealth to gain friends for yourselves, so that when it 

is gone, you will be welcomed into eternal dwellings.” 

 

“Use worldly wealth to gain friends” --- in other words ---- employ your 

worldly wealth shrewdly --- with good judgement --- wisely --- so that when 

your worldly wealth runs out ---- or is gone --- you will be welcomed into 

eternal dwellings. 

 

Be shrewd Jesus is saying here. 

 

Have good powers of judgement ----- use your worldly wealth wisely. 

 

How many of us can say we are shrewd and use our worldly wealth wisely? 
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I don’t know about you ---- but I’m certain I still have room for growth in 

this --- and of course many other areas as well. 

 

Some people in the world have 1 or maybe no shirts --- I have several dozen 

----- t-shirts ---- short sleeve ---- and long sleeve --- and then there are 

sweaters --- sweatshirts --- dress shirts --- work shirts --- and so on. 

 

And then there are my pants --- jeans --- dress pants --- suit pants ---- sweat 

pants and so on --- lots of pants really --- maybe I need to learn more about 

shrewdness with my belongings ---- most of us in North America have way 

more then we will ever need --- how might shrewdness fit into our social and 

cultural landscape? 

 

Back to the Gospel --- verse 10 from Luke 16. 

 

“Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and 

whoever is dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with much.” 

 

We all have tendencies --- defaults --- we can change that’s for sure --- but if 

weren’t not careful and vigilant we rest into patterns --- that create 

tendencies --- that become defaults. 

 

In other words we can’t honestly say “Well if I had more I’d give more 

away.” --- without first looking at how we manage what we have already 

been blessed with. 

 

“Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and 

whoever is dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with much.” 

 

If we are honest and trustworthy when we have very little we will also be 

honest and trustworthy if we have a lot.  

 

If we are shrewd when we have only a little --- we will also be shrewd when 

we have a lot. 

 

Just outside of Campbellville --- the community of faith where I served and 

led just before I was called here ---- just outside of Campbellville there is a 

community --- Moffat --- that houses a training sight for Missionaries from 

all over the world. 
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And they come to Moffat to be trained and taught about various cultures and 

faithful Biblical witness before they are sent out to various parts of the world 

to spread the Good News of Jesus Christ. 

 

And I’ll never forget the story of the Executive Director from Moffat who 

attended the church I served in Campbellville --- a great man --- Joe ---- who 

I got to know well --- he’s back in Germany now --- where he and his wife 

and children were all born before coming to Canada. 

 

Any way --- one day Joe met with me and told the story of how one of the 

missionaries received the equivalent of $20 Canadian as a gift from a family 

member back home. 

 

And how after getting this money the young missionary booked an 

appointment with Joe the director of the Moffat site ---- to talk with him 

about where he should give his tithe ----- his tithe --- his $2. 

 

Imagine booking an appointment with the executive director to get advice 

about giving away $2. 

 

He wanted to know if Joe thought giving the $2 to our church was a good 

and faithful way to give ---- or if he should give it somewhere else instead. 

 

$2. 

 

We barely even noticed that $2 in our annual budget that year --- but it just 

may have been the most faithful $2 we received. 

 

The $2 mattered to that young teen aged missionary in Moffat Ontario from 

Germany. 

 

And it mattered to God too. 

 

“Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and 

whoever is dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with much.” 

 

This young man with his $2 tithe has no doubt gone on to great and faithful 

things in the kingdom of God. 

 

This man --- this missionary in training ---- was shrewd. 
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He wanted to make sure he was making good use --- was making good and 

sound choices --- wise choices --- good and faithful powers of judgment 

with regards to the resources at his disposal --- even if it was “only” 2 

Canadian dollars. 

 

I’ll never forget that story. 

 

I thought to myself after hearing that story ---- his training was probably 

complete --- he’s good to go. 

 

Back to Luke 16. 

 

After Jesus spoke about shrewdness in Luke 16 this is what happened. 

 

Verse 14 today ---  
 “The Pharisees, who loved money, heard all this and were sneering at 

Jesus.” 

 

Some of the Pharisees were sneering. 

 

Another interesting word --- “sneering”. 

 

Do you know what sneering means? ---- it means mocking --- or making fun 

of. 

 

Some of the Pharisee’s made fun of Jesus --- mocked Him --- sneered at 

Him. 

 

I found this encouraging. 

 

We’ve all been sneered at right --- at some point in our lives ---- maybe for 

our beliefs --- our faith in God --- maybe for other things as well ----- we’ve 

all been sneered at --- made fun of. 

 

The next time someone makes fun of you --- or mocks you --- take comfort -

-- great comfort --- they made fun of Jesus too. 
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The Pharisee’s make fun of Jesus because their hearts are oriented and 

preoccupied with other things --- money --- worldly things --- being “right” 

about something --- and so on --- instead of the will of God. 

 

Listen to how Jesus replies. 

 

Verse 15 ----- the last verse in our reading today. 

 

He said to them --- “You are the ones who justify yourselves in the eyes of 

others, but God knows your hearts. What people value highly is detestable in 

God’s sight.” 

 

“What people value highly is detestable in God’s sight.” 

 

These are some pretty harsh words. 

 

Jesus in His own words today ---- “What people value highly is detestable in 

God’s sight.” 

 

God doesn’t see as we see. 

 

And God doesn’t value what we value. 

 

“What people value highly is detestable in God’s sight.” --- you can’t make 

it any clearer than that --- and again this is Jesus speaking. 

 

Without Jesus --- our judgment --- without Jesus --- what we value ---- 

without Jesus --- our shrewdness is skewed --- unfaithful --- detestable even 

in God’s sight as Jesus Himself says today. 

 

The Good News is ----- with Jesus --- our judgment ----- our shrewdness --- 

with Jesus --- what we come to value and treasure --- is faithful --- and good 

and true. 

 

The manager is shrewd but he is also dishonest. 

 

He is commended for His shrewdness but not his dishonesty. 

 

It’s kind of complicated. 
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We’re kind of complicated too. 

 

We have many sides --- all of us. 

 

When we are honest with ourselves we come to realize that we really need 

Jesus --- to help uncomplicate us --- to help us be better --- and more faithful 

and good and true to who God created us to be. 

 

We can’t do it on our own --- we’re sloppy --- inconsistent ---- we’re human 

------- we need Jesus. 

 

And once we realize this --- are honest about this ---- and then turn to Him 

over and over and over again ---- day by day --- moment by moment even --- 

we begin to approximate shrewdness --- wisdom --- good and sound 

judgment --- faithfulness. 

 

Shrewdness --- “The quality of having or showing good powers of 

judgement.” 

 

As Jesus bluntly says in verse 13 today --- you can only have and serve one 

master ---- and it must be God. 

 

“No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love the 

other, or you will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot 

serve both God and money.” 

 

In other words --- according to scripture today ---- If God isn’t our master 

we can actually come to despise and hate Him. 

 

Jesus in His own words today ----- the first half of verse 13 from Luke 16 ---  

 

“No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love the 

other, or you will be devoted to the one and despise the other.” 

 

We’re either all in or we’re not in at all. 

 

Jesus doesn’t just want fans ----- people who know all the stats and have 

committed to memory this fact and that fact or detail or record of events ----- 

and then stand at a distance and cheer Him on from the sidelines --- once 

removed at a distance --- with no personal investment. 
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Jesus wants followers. 

 

People who get up off the bench --- up off the couch --- up off the chair --- 

and start walking behind Him --- “follow me” ---- He says over and over in 

scripture. 

 

And there is a big difference between a fan and a follower --- Jesus never 

said come and be my fan --- He did however say ---- and many many times -

-- come follow me. 

 

“No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love the 

other, or you will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot 

serve both God and money.”  

 

We can’t serve --- we can’t follow 2 masters. 

 

Shrewdness is all about making good choices ---- having good judgement. 

 

Shrewdness --- “The quality of having or showing good powers of 

judgement.” ----- begins with deciding to follow Jesus --- and going all in. 

 

As we’ll sing together shortly -----  

How deep the Father’s lover for us 

How vast beyond all measure. 

 

God loves us with a love that knows no boundaries ---- no limits ---- with a 

cup that overflows --- His love is vast beyond all measure. 

 

As our Psalm today says --- verse 3 ---  

“From the rising of the sun to the place where it sets, 

The name of the Lord is to be praised.” 

 

As we draw near to the close of our worship. 

 

Let’s celebrate just how deep the Father’s love for us truly is. 

 

Let’s be shrewd --- show good powers judgment and put God first and 

always. 
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In the words of Scripture ---- the opening of our Psalm today ---  

 

“Praise the Lord.  

Praise the Lord, you his servants; 

    praise the name of the Lord. 
2 Let the name of the Lord be praised, 

    both now and forevermore. 
3 From the rising of the sun to the place where it sets, 

    the name of the Lord is to be praised. 
4 The Lord is exalted over all the nations, 

    his glory above the heavens.” 

 

The Lord is exalted over all the nations, 

   ---- and ---- His glory is above the heavens. 

 

And so we praise God --- and we give thanks. 

 

To God be all glory and honour now and forever.  

 

Amen.   


